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Abstract 
World over, the power system network has undergone restructuring process where vertically integrated utility is 
unbundled into generation, transmission and distribution sectors. This process has facilitated entry of private 
players in generation and distribution of power and introduced competitive environment in the power market. 
The available transfer capability (ATC) gives an assessment of probable transfer of power in the grid between 
different areas within the constraints of transmission system security and reliability. The estimation of ATC 
provides information on power transfer capability for current system condition and helps power marketers to 
make good decisions for power transactions between the utilities. In the proposed work, an attempt has been 
made to compare two methods of ATC calculation, i.e., repeated power flow (RPF) and power transfer 
distribution factor (PTDF) for bilateral transaction. Simulations carried out in MATLAB on IEEE 6 bus system 
shows that RPF is time consuming and slow. The PTDF method is then used to estimate ATC of a larger 39 bus 
New England test system for different system conditions of generation failure and line outage. For these 
conditions, critical line and critical amount of ATC is then determined. 
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Introduction 
With introduction of electricity act 2003 (IEA), Indian power sector has undergone restructuring process aimed 
at encouraging competitive environment in electricity market. The necessary licenses are provided to private 
players for generation and distribution of electricity while the government kept control over a transmission 
network. In 2004 electricity market take the first step towards restructuring by introducing open access (OA) 
and proceeded to form a short term day ahead market by Indian energy exchange (IEX) and Power Exchange 
India (PXIL) which is based on the ATC values. ATC gives an estimation of possible power transfer in an 
Indian grid between the different regions without violating the transmission system reliability and security. The 
decision of market splitting depends on congestion occurs in the transmission network hence ATC becomes the 
foundation of the electricity market [1].  

 North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) provides a guideline to define and calculate the ATC in 
the power system and distinguish between the word ‘capacity’ and ‘capability’. Normally capacity is term as 
device thermal limit where capability is referred to limitation depending on system topology. NERC report 
defines the principles of ATC calculation and allows individual systems to develop ATC determination 
procedure according to their principles. Some principles should be satisfied by the developed method. Such a 
developed method must find out the dependency of ATC at power injected point, the power extracted point and 
the power flow direction. Results obtained must be reasonably accurate and provide flow conditions according 
to time[2],[3]. 
According to NERC, ATC defines as “A measure of transfer capability in the physical transmission network for 
further commercial activity over and above already committed uses” 

 CBMTRMTTCETCATC          (1) 

Where, ETC is the ‘Existing transmission commitment’ which is an actual power transmitted from one area to 
another. TTC is ‘Total transfer capability’, the total amount of power safely exchange between two entities. 
TRM is the ‘Transmission reliability margin’. CBM and TRM are reliability index which covers generation 
station uncertainties and transmission side uncertainties. Both reliability indexes are ignored to simplify the 
calculation method [4]. 

TTCETCATC                       (2) 
In the open-access market, a transaction may be of two types bilateral transaction or multilateral transaction. A 
bilateral transaction consists of one buyer and one seller (even though there could be multiple points of 
utilization and injection). A group of multiple buyers and seller enters into a multilateral transaction [5],[6]. 
In the proposed work, Repeated power flow and DC power transfer distribution factor (DC-PTDF) method has 
been used to calculate ATC and these two methods is compared to conclude the faster method. DC-PTDF 
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method considers DC power flow with some assumption. Variation in ATC for different system conditions such 
as generation outage and line outage is observed.    
 
Methodology 
I. Repeated Power Flow 
RPF method [7] involved the continuous solution of the DC power flow equation. To calculate ATC for a 
bilateral contract, select a pair of source bus and sink bus pair in which one is a generator bus and another is a 
load bus. Base case power is calculated without any increase in generation power and load power which is used 
further to calculate the available transfer capability. Power generation at source bus is increased in step and the 
same amount of load power should be increased for each step at the sink bus. 
The actual power flow through the transmission line is calculated in each step using DC power flow. This 
process is stop when any one transmission line reaches to its thermal limit. Consider baseP  as power injected at 
bus a without any increase in generation or load and newP  as power injected at bus a obtain after any 
transmission line reaches its thermal line. Then, 

basenew PPATC                 (3) 
The line reaches its thermal limit is the limiting factor for a power transaction in selected bilateral trading. The 
limiting factor is dependent upon the load level, generation dispatch, and network condition, etc. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Steps for RPF Algorithm 

 
A. Mathematical Formulation 
 Consider,  

0
aP  be the base case power injected at bus a, when an algorithm of RPF is not started. Bus a should be either a 

load bus or a generator bus. 
k
aP  be the power obtained at bus a during the procedure of RPF after a certain steps k. 

k is the number of steps involved in RPF. 
When any one of the transmission line of the system reaches to its thermal limit then, 

maxkk                 (4) 

And RPF procedure stop at maxk  iteration. 
ATC for a selected bilateral transaction can be obtained as 

0max
a

k
a PPATC                        (5) 

Fig 1 describe the step by step procedure to determine the ATC using RPF method. 
 
II. Power Transfer Distribution Factor 
When a bilateral transaction is carried out between source- sink bus, power flow in different transmission line 
experience changes. These changes are defined by the PTDF values. From the power transfer distribution factor, 
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the power operator can identify the power flow pattern of the transmission network [8]. 
A. DC Power Flow 
DC power flow is obtained from AC power flow by considering three assumptions. The first assumption is to 
consider lossless transmission by ignoring the charging capacitance and resistance of the transmission line. The 
second assumption is considered voltage magnitude equal to 1 p.u, and the third assumption is considered small 
variation in voltage angle and reactive power is eliminated. Hence real power is derived as a function of voltage 
angle. 
B. PTDF Calculation 
PTDF is the ratio of variation in the power flow in a transmission line x which is in between bus u and v to 
power transmitted from g bus to f bus. DC power flow is used to derive the change in power flow in a line and 
hence approximate real power change is obtained. 

 
Fig. 2: Test System for PTDF Algorithm 
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Where,  

xP is variation in the actual power flow in line x 

efP is the magnitude of active power 

uvxPTDF , is a sensitive factor of line x for power transfer from bus e to f 

Mathematically PTDF is represented in terms of reactance as in (7)  

x

vfufveue
efx x

XXXX
PTDF


,                    (7) 

Where, 

vfufveue XXXX ,,, are the values of bus reactance matrix 

xx is the actual transmission line reactance 

C. ATC Calculation 
Estimation of ATC using PTDF algorithm is constructed based on DC power flow. ATC value for a particular 
transaction depends on the highest transfer limit of transmission line. Actual power transfer through a 
transmission line is  estimated using (8) 
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 Where, 

xTL  is the transfer limit of a line 

max
xP  is the highest possible transmitting power that is the thermal constraint  

 iP is real power transmitted through the line. 

In a transmission system, a line which has a less thermal limit with respect to other lines will be overloaded and 
selected as the ATC value for selected transaction. Mathematically, ATC value is determined as (9)  

 xTLATC min                                (9) 

Steps involved in PTDF algorithm to calculate ATC is described below: 
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1. Identify the bus data and line data of the system 
2. Calculate bus admittance matrix and eliminate reference bus number row and column to get bus reactance 

matrix. 
3. Select a bilateral transaction and solve power flow 
4. Determine PTDF matrix 
5. Calculate the transfer limit as (8) for each line  
6. Estimate ATC as (9)  

 
Results and Discussion 
A. ATC Using RPF and PTDF Method 

 To determine ATC using RPF algorithm and PTDF algorithm, IEEE 6 bus test system is used. System data of 
IEEE 6 bus test system is extracted from [4]. This system consists of three generator bus and three load bus 
hence six bilateral transactions is possible. Calculated ATC for each source-sink pair with its limiting factor and 
time required to complete the estimation of ATC is shown for PTDF based method and repeated power flow 
method in Table 1. 
DC-PTDF based method requires less time as compare to RPF method as it does not require a repeated solution 
of the power flow equation and hence, further proposed work focus only on PTDF method. 
 

Source-Sink 
Bus Pair 

 

ATC in MW 
Limiting factor 

 RPF method Time(sec) 
PTDF-based 

method 
Time(sec) 

2-4 83.33 0.21 83.31 0.0275 2-4 
2-5 65.85 0.14 65.83 0.0277 4-5 
2-6 32.12 0.06 32.10 0.0293 2-6 
3-4 89.10 0.16 89.08 0.0246 2-3 
3-5 68.53 0.13 68.51 0.0252 3-5 
3-6 63.26 0.11 63.24 0.0256 3-6 

Table 1: ATC Using RPF and PTDF Method 
B. ATC for a Different Condition 
In a deregulated power system, real-time operation and control are based on the power transaction. If the 
influence of different contingency on power transfer capability was known in advance then it would be 
beneficial for a power system operator to predict the possible power transaction and corrective action if 
congestion occurs in a future time. 
39 bus New England system is considered to determine ATC for generator outage and load outage. Line data 
and bus data of the system is extracted from [9] ATC is calculated at normal operating condition using PTDF 
algorithm for a different bilateral transaction. The normal condition means the base case operation of the system 
without considering any contingency condition. Theoretically, there are 261 bilateral contracts possible for 39 
bus New England system. The actual power flow through the transmission line is calculated by DC power flow 
using MATPOWER 6.0 software.  
C. ATC for Line Outage 
To examine the effect of transmission line failure on ATC for a particular source-sink pair some transmission 
line are randomly selected and disconnected. This transmission line are 1, 2, 8, 10, 21, 25, 28, 30, 40, 42. ATC 
was calculated for 30-3 source-sink bus pair. Base case ATC for 30-3 bus pair is 208.67 with line 3 (2-3) as a 
limiting factor. Table 2 and fig 3 shows the ATC for line outage. For different source-sink pair effect of line 
outage is different. A negative amount of ATC indicates the line is most congested.  

Line No. Line out ATC(in MW) Limiting factor 
Base case -- 208.67 2-3 

1 1-2 29.72 2-3 
2 1-39 127.65 2-3 
8 4-5 170.78 2-3 
10 5-6 196.45 2-3 
21 12-11 208.65 2-3 
25 15-16 186.34 2-3 
28 16-21 208.67 2-3 
30 17-18 88.68 2-3 
40 25-26 148.91 2-3 
42 26-27 -73.18 2-3 

Table 2: ATC for Line Outage  
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Fig. 3: ATC for Line Outage 

D. ATC for Generator Failure 
To examine the effect of generator outage on ATC, some generator was disconnected and ATC is calculated for 
a particular source-sink bus pair. Some generators 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are randomly selected and disconnected. 
ATC was calculated for 30-3 source-sink bus pair. Base case ATC for 30-3 bus pair is 208.67 with line 3 (2-3) 
as a limiting factor. Table 3 and fig 4 shows the ATC for generator outage. 
Power flow through each transmission line (power flow pattern) will change with each disconnected generator 
because, slack bus (generator bus) takes a responsibility to supply power when generation is out of service and 
hence ATC will change. 
 

Generator out ATC(MW) Limiting factor 
Gen 1 406.45 2-3 
Gen 3 198.46 2-3 
Gen 5 206.19 2-3 
Gen 7 205.94 2-3 
Gen 9 -88.33 4-5 

Table 3: ATC for Generation Outage 
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Fig. 4: ATC for Generator Outage 

 
Conclusion 
ATC is calculated using RPF method and PTDF-based method. RPF method requires repeated solutions of 
power flow equations. Hence, it becomes time consuming for a large system. On the other hand PTDF-based 
method does not require repeated solution method Hence, it is faster than the RPF method. For 39 bus New 
England test system, ATC is evaluated for transmission line outage and generation outage. With a change in 
generator failure and line outage critical line is determined with a critical amount of ATC which helps system 
operators for better planning and secure operation of the system. 
The results obtained for ATC can be extended for demand side management. ATC can be used to determine the 
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optimal buses and hours to implement the demand response program which helps system operator to apply 
different tariffs for peak demand. This reduces the consumption thereby relieving congestion of lines. 
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